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Abstract
State-of-the-art processing of natural resources is characterized by constantly
increasing volumes of mining industry. On the one hand, it leads to the involvement of ever growing volumes of depleted natural resources into industry,
since rich sources have been practically exhausted. On the other hand, ecological requirements to the processing industry are ever growing. These two circumstances make it necessary to advance processing technologies for maximal
usage of all valuable components of natural raw materials. As an example of
such enterprises, we can mention the processing of multicomponent ores of
nonferrous metals or the production of various mineral materials and even
metal materials from the Dead Sea water. It is impossible as yet to evaluate
unambiguously the total efficiency of such combined industries. This makes it
difficult to manage and optimize them. Such situation requires the development of a method allowing an unambiguous estimation of the completeness of
complex usage of raw materials at all stages of the technology, which is sometimes rather branched. The proposed criterion of such kind is based on the
properties of entropy, which is the principal invariant of modern natural science. This parameter is perceived ambiguously and is permanently discussed
in technical literature. Physical nature of this parameter is substantiated in detail by the author in [1] [2] [3], where its universality for the analysis of complicated systems during their variation is demonstrated. In the present paper,
the development of such a criterion for a complicated technology of complex
raw material processing is considered. However, such an approach can be also
used for the analysis of complicated technological projects in other fields of
human activities. This article represents a continuation of the author’s developments [1].
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1. Introduction
Justification of such a criterion can be illustrated best of all on the example of
plants producing various products from the same raw material, for example, “Norilsk Nickel” (Russia) or Dead Sea Works (Israel). The first of these enterprises
produces, side by side with nickel, a number of other nonferrous metals. As for the
Dead Sea Works, they produce around five or six different products from sea water, each of them being a final product of an individual plant. Many similar examples of multiple usages of natural resources can be given for other countries. To
develop the mentioned method, it is necessary, first of all, to solve the problem of
numerical evaluation of the state of a complicated system.
Here some explanations are needed. The main problem is reduced to the development of methodology of unambiguous numerical estimation of the state of a
system of any complicacy. As a rule, complicated systems consist of several components, their number being different. It is very important to have a notion about
the relationships between these components in the system. Rather often, if the
number of components is small, it is sufficient to determine the ratio between
them. But the most complete idea is provided by the usual percentage reduced to
100%. The estimation can also be reduced to fractions of unity, which correlates it
with probability. The probability is determined as

P ( xi ) =

xi
.
∑ xi

(1)

Here xi can have any dimension (tons, dollars, kilograms, percentage, pieces,
etc.).

2. Entropic Estimations of Complex Systems
If a system consists of two components, a specified content of one component automatically defines the content of another, since the sum of their contents is unity.
Hence, for a binary system, a single-valued estimation can be obtained specifying
the content of one of the components.
The situation is different if a system consists of more than two components. In
this case, the content of one component does not define those of others. If the
contents of all components of the system are specified simultaneously, it gives a
multiple (and not a single-valued) estimation. Therefore, in this case we use other
characteristic instead of the probability—a measure of uncertainty introduced by
Hartly in 1929 [4] [5] [6] [7] and then used by Shannon in 1948 when developing
the theory of information. The notion of the measure of uncertainty can be clarified by the following elementary example. We assume that a random value xi has
k equiprobable outcomes (When tossing a coin, k = 2 , when casting a die,

k = 6 ).
According to the probability definition,
P ( xi ) =

1
.
k

(2)

The uncertainty is a function of the number of outcomes, and it can be de110
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noted by f ( k ) .
Shannon [3] has shown that the only function of the number of outputs is a
quantity proportional to the logarithm of the number of outputs.

=
f ( k ) A=
log k H ( x )

(3)

where A is the proportionality coefficient; H ( x ) —the uncertainty of a random
value; log k —a quantity determined with the accuracy up to a constant, because
the base of logarithm is not determined yet.
According to [1], we can write the following for the entropy of a binary system:

H ( x) =
− AG ( P1 log P1 + P2 log P2 ) .

(4)

P1 , P2 are the probabilities of the components contents in a binary system.
For a multi-component system, the composition entropy is determined by the
expression [1]:
n

m

H ( x ) = ∑∑ Pji log Pji .
=i 1 =j 1

(5)

Pij is the probability of a component content in a multicomponent mixture.
As for the bases of logarithms, they can be whatever; any assumed values give
results differing by a constant. At the comparison of successive computations in
the process of the system change, the influence of the logarithm base is leveled.
Therefore, for greater convenience in practical computations, we can recommend
to use decimal logarithms, and for theoretical derivations—natural logarithms.
There are no distinctions in kind between them.
Having clarified all these nuances, we can pass to the consideration of a general
situation in the analysis of the state of the production of many products on the basis of complex usage of a raw material.

3. Evaluation of Complicated Technology Perfection
on the Basis of Entropy Criterion
Our analysis is based on the plants realizing multiple usages of natural raw materials mentioned in the introduction. First of all, it is necessary to have data on the
number of tons of ore or the number of cubic meters of sea water annually used by
the respective plants. Besides, complete data on the material composition of ore or
sea water are necessary.
Denote the reference quantity of these parameters by F tons/year. If we denote the fraction of useful components in raw material by k , then their total
amount coming into production is kF tons/year. Besides useful components,
there is waste rock in this raw material, whose fraction is denoted by m .
Clearly, k + m =
1.
The waste rock can contain various substances, sometimes very valuable, but
at present they are not the target product.
Determine the complicacy of composition of useful components that can be
obtained purely theoretically at their ideal extraction. Denote the relative content
of each component in this idealized balance by xi , and then their sum is
111
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(6)

x1 + x2 + x3 +  + xi +  + xn =
1.
The components can be calculated in fractions of unity or percentage-wise.
The entropy of this initial composition is determined, by definition, as

H
=
x1 ln x1 + x2 ln x2 + x3 ln x3 +  + xi ln xi +  + xn ln xn .
n

(7)

Denote the total yearly output of ready products of the plants under consideration by G tons/year. It is absolutely clear that

G < kF

(8)

is always valid.
/
Denote relative amount of each manufactured product by xi . It is also clear

that xi/ < xi is always valid, if xi/ is calculated as a fraction of the ideal initial
composition, and

n

∑ xi/ < 1

or 100%.

/

The entropy of the obtained total production is
=
H s/

n

∑ xi/ ln xi/ < H s .

(9)

/

The efficiency of production using complicated technology can be unambiguously determined as

=
E

H s/
⋅100%.
Hn

(10)

Besides the total technological evaluation of the entire production complex, the
analysis of obtaining each product separately can be performed in a similar way
using the relation

=
Ei

H / ( xi )
H ( xi )

⋅100%.

(11)

However, it also visually shows a simple percentage extraction of each component separately. This makes it possible to analyze the perfection level of the
technology of obtaining each product. It is especially important that using Equation (11) we can analyze the level of the entire combined production. Such analysis allows revealing technological reserves and deciding where and to what extent it must be modernized in order to increase the general effect.
Such analysis confirmed by financial calculations can even allow sometimes a
decrease in the output of one product at the expense of increasing that of another in order to reach an increase in the total effect both technologically and financially.
For the sake of simplicity and clearness, we present a concrete example of the
application of the suggested method. Usually the number of products made from
the same raw material is not very high—maximum five or six. The calculations
are presented in Table 1.
To clarify the total technological efficiency of all departments of the enterprise,
it is necessary to sum up the initial entropy of the raw material in line 2 and the
obtained entropies of manufactures in line 4 and to compose a ratio of the obtained numbers.
112
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Table 1. Calculation example.
N Produced product

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

1. Component content in initial raw material xi , %

52

12

16

8

12

205.46

29.8

44.36

16.63

29.8

43

9

14.85

6.25

10.75

161

19.78

40.06

11.45

25.8

78.3

66.37

90.3

68.85

86.6

2. Entropy of initial composition H i ( x )
3. Component output in the production with
respect to the initial content x′i , %
4. Entropy of actual output H ′ ( xi )
5. Efficiency of the technology for each component
H ′ ( xi )
=
E
⋅ 100%
H ( xi )

s

s

/

/

∑ H ( xi ) = 326.05 , ∑ H ( xi ) = 258.09.
The total efficiency of useful components usage in the production process is

=
E

/
( xi ) ⋅100
∑ H=
∑ H ( x/ )

258.09 × 100
= 79.15%.
326.05

Besides, this shows the presence of unemployed reserves in the total production.
At the same time, the obtained result shows that the general usage of raw material
is satisfactory.

4. Conclusions
The possibility of a unique evaluation of a complicated technological process based on the entropic parameter is demonstrated. This parameter is determined for
any complicated systems that can be interpreted by a certain estimate within the
bounds of the probability theory or mathematical combinatorics.
Both the production process as a whole and its separate steps can be analyzed on
the basis of the entropic criterion and its poorly performing sectors can be revealed. This will make it possible to intensify the cumulative effect at the expense
of greater usage of complex raw material components, which determines the assignment of financial means. The unequivocal evaluation gives the production
managers a powerful argument for optimal management.
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